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Escaping Extermination
Hungarian Prodigy to American Musician, Feminist, and Activist

by Agi Jambor, Frances Pinter
Sep 15, 2020 Paperback , Trade $26.95 CAD

160 pages

Written shortly after the close of World War II, Escaping Extermination tells the poignant story of war,
survival, and rebirth for a young, already acclaimed, Jewish Hungarian concert pianist, Agi Jambor.
From the hell that was the siege of Budapest to a fresh start in America. Agi Jambor describes how
Purdue University she and her husband escaped the extermination of Hungary?s Jews through a combination of luck
and wit.
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As a child prodigy studying with the great musicians of Budapest and Berlin before the war, Agi
played piano duets with Albert Einstein and won a prize in the 1937 International Chopin Piano
Competition. Trapped with her husband, prominent physicist Imre Patai, after the Nazis overran
Holland, they returned to the illusory safety of Hungary just before the roundup of Jews to be sent to
Auschwitz was about to begin. Agi participated in the Resistance, often dressed as a prostitute in
seductive clothes and heavy makeup, calling herself Maryushka. Under constant threat by the
Gestapo and Hungarian collaborators, the couple was forced out of their flat after Agi gave birth to a
baby who survived only a few days. They avoided arrest by seeking refuge in dwellings of friendly
Hungarians, while knowing betrayal could come at any moment. Facing starvation, they saw the war
end while crouching in a cellar with freezing water up to their knees.

After moving to America in 1947, Agi made a brilliant new career as a musician, feminist, political
activist, professor, and role model for the younger generation. She played for President Harry
Truman in the White House, performed with the Philadelphia Orchestra, and became a recording
artist with Capitol Records. Unpublished until now but written in the immediacy of the horrors of
World War II and the Holocaust, Escaping Extermination is a story of hope, resilience, and even
humor in the fight against evil.
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Creating Moments of Joy Along the Alzheimer's Journey
A Guide for Families and Caregivers, Fifth Edition, Revised and Expanded

5th edition
6 x 9 x 0.7 in | 480 by Jolene Brackey
gr
Nov 15, 2016 Paperback , Trade $33.95 CAD
376 pages

The beloved best seller has been revised and expanded for the fifth edition. Jolene Brackey has a
vision: that we will soon look beyond the challenges of Alzheimer's disease to focus more of our
energies on creating moments of joy. When people have short-term memory loss, their lives are
made up of moments. We are not able to create perfectly wonderful days for people with dementia
Purdue University or Alzheimer's, but we can create perfectly wonderful moments, moments that put a smile on their
Press
faces and a twinkle in their eyes. Five minutes later, they will not remember what we did or said, but
the feeling that we left them with will linger. The new edition of Creating Moments of Joy is filled with
FAMILY &
more practical advice sprinkled with hope, encouragement, new stories, and generous helpings of
RELATIONSHIPS
humor. In this volume, Brackey reveals that our greatest teacher is having cared for and loved
Distributor: UTP
someone with Alzheimer's and that often what we have most to learn about is ourselves.
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About the Contributor(s)
Jolene Brackey has shared her message of joy and inspiration with families and caregivers across
North America for over twenty years. Now a sought after voice in the health care community,
Brackey maintains an active speaking calendar that can be found at www.enhancedmoments.com.
Passing on all she has learned from her travels and from her work with families and loved ones, her
passion is to change the way people see people with Alzheimer?s and dementia.
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The Complete Guide for People With Parkinson's Disease and Their Loved Ones
by Lianna Marie
Oct 15, 2020 Paperback , Trade $24.95 CAD

5.9 x 9 x 0.7 in |
380 gr

A diagnosis of Parkinson?s disease is as disorienting as it is devastating. The Complete Guide for
People With Parkinson?s Disease and Their Loved Ones helps make sense of what comes next and
what can be done, not just for those suffering from the disease but for their family and friends as
well. A trained nurse and primary caregiver for her mother, who was diagnosed with Parkinson?s
Purdue University disease in 1991, Lianna Marie draws upon over twenty years of education, research, and direct
experience. Written in straightforward and easily accessible language, this essential guide aims to
Press
help patients better understand their role in their treatment so that they may continue to lead happy
HEALTH &
and hopeful lives.
240 pages
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Topics covered include nutrition and exercise, alternative and complementary therapies, medication
and treatment, and what caregivers can do to help. Written by an international expert on Parkinson?s
who has confronted the disease firsthand, The Complete Guide serves as the go-to book for
comprehensive, easy-to-understand information for all Parkinson?s patients and their loved ones.

About the Contributor(s)

A trained nurse, Lianna Marie served as her mother?s caregiver and advocate for over twenty years
through the many stages of Parkinson?s disease. She founded AllAboutParkinsons.com, an online
community that has connected and helped thousands of people with the disease, their families, and
their caregivers.

The Complete Guide for People With Parkinson?s Disease and Their Loved Ones is written for people
recently diagnosed and their family members; Everything You Need to Know About Caregiving for
Parkinson?s Disease is a go-to resource for all caregivers of those suffering from Parkinson?s. Both
books share the goal of educating and helping everyday people with no specialized training,
providing comprehensive information, practical tips, and guidance about how to deal with the
emotional toll of the disease.
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John Houbolt
The Unsung Hero of the Apollo Moon Landings

by William F. Causey
Mar 15, 2020 Hardcover $40.95 CAD

374 pages

In May 1961, President Kennedy announced that the United States would attempt to land a man on
the moon and return him safely to the earth before the end of that decade. Yet NASA did not have a
specific plan for how to accomplish that goal. Over the next fourteen months, NASA vigorously
Purdue University debated several options. At first the consensus was to send one big rocket with several astronauts to
Press
the moon, land and explore, and then take off and return the astronauts to earth in the same
vehicle. Another idea involved launching several smaller Saturn V rockets into the earth orbit, where
HISTORY
a lander would be assembled and fueled before sending the crew to the moon.
Purdue University
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But it was a small group of engineers led by John C. Houbolt who came up with the plan that
propelled human beings to the moon and back?not only safely, but faster, cheaper, and more
reliably. Houbolt and his colleagues called it ?lunar orbit rendezvous,? or ?LOR.? At first the LOR idea
was ignored, then it was criticized, and then finally dismissed by many senior NASA officials.

Nevertheless, the group, under Houbolt?s leadership, continued to press the LOR idea, arguing that
it was the only way to get men to the moon and back by President Kennedy?s deadline. Houbolt
persisted, risking his career in the face of overwhelming opposition. This is the story of how John
Houbolt convinced NASA to adopt the plan that made history.

About the Contributor(s)

William F. Causey has followed the space program since 1961, when he watched in his elementary
school gymnasium astronaut as Alan Shepard became the first American in space. Trained as a
lawyer who started his legal career on Capitol Hill, Causey later worked at the United States
Department of Justice, the American Red Cross, and the District of Columbia Office of the Attorney
General. He taught for more than three decades at the Georgetown University Law Center. Causey
also served on numerous historical, educational, and literary society boards, including the Board of
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Everything You Need to Know About Caregiving for Parkinson's Disease
by Lianna Marie
Oct 15, 2020 Paperback , Trade $24.95 CAD
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Caregiving for those who suffer from Parkinson?s disease comes with many challenges, from how to
deal with guilt and loneliness to avoiding burnout and figuring out what to expect from an
unpredictable disease. When giving care, too often caregivers neglect their own well-being.

Everything You Need to Know About Caregiving for Parkinson?s Disease is not just about caring for
your loved one, but also about taking care of yourself. Lianna Marie served as her mother's caregiver
for more than twenty years after she was diagnosed with Parkinson?s disease. Drawing on firsthand
experience, her training as a nurse, and the many stories of others she has helped and counseled
over the years, Marie shares her wisdom and advice?practical and emotional. Written accessibly and
without jargon, Everything You Need to Know provides an essential resource full of useful
information for all caregivers of those with Parkinson?s disease.

About the Contributor(s)

A trained nurse, Lianna Marie served as her mother?s caregiver and advocate for over twenty years
through the many stages of Parkinson?s disease. She founded AllAboutParkinsons.com, an online
community that has connected and helped thousands of people with the disease, their families, and
their caregivers.

The Complete Guide for People With Parkinson?s Disease and Their Loved Ones is written for people
recently diagnosed and their family members; Everything You Need to Know About Caregiving for
Parkinson?s Disease is a go-to resource for all caregivers of those suffering from Parkinson?s. Both
books share the goal of educating and helping everyday people with no specialized training,
providing comprehensive information, practical tips, and guidance about how to deal with the
emotional toll of the disease.
Marie speaks frequently to fellow caregivers, guardians, and nurse practitioners. Born and raised
near Toronto, Marie now lives with her husband in Seattle. When not writing or speaking, she can be
found in the swimming pool, training for her next competition. To learn more about Lianna Marie,
her upcoming books, and her speaking schedule, visit www.LiannaMarie.com.
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A History of Zinnias
Flower for the Ages

by Eric Grissell
6 x 9.1 x 1 in | 640 Mar 30, 2020 Hardcover $37.95 CAD
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A History of Zinnias brings forward the fascinating adventure of zinnias and the spirit of civilization.
With colorful illustrations, this book is a cultural and horticultural history documenting the
development of garden zinnias?one of the top ten garden annuals grown in the United States today.
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The deep and exciting history of garden zinnias pieces together a tale involving Aztecs, Spanish
conquistadors, people of faith, people of medicine, explorers, scientists, writers, botanists, painters,
and gardeners. The trail leads from the halls of Moctezuma to a cliff-diving prime minister; from
Handel, Mozart, and Rossini to Gilbert and Sullivan; from a little-known confession by Benjamin
Franklin to a controversy raised by Charles Darwin; from Emily Dickinson, who writes of death and
zinnias, to a twenty-year-old woman who writes of reanimated corpses; and from a scissor-wielding
septuagenarian who painted with bits of paper to the ?Black Grandma Moses? who painted zinnias
and inspired the opera Zinnias.

Zinnias are far more than just a flower: They represent the constant exploration of humankind?s
quest for beauty and innovation.

About the Contributor(s)

Eric Grissell was born in Washington, DC, but spent his childhood in the San Francisco Bay Area. After
obtaining a PhD in entomology from the University of California, Davis, he began work at the Florida
Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services identifying wasps, bees, and ants of agricultural
importance. He eventually became a research entomologist for the US Department of Agriculture?s
Systematic Entomology Laboratory, stationed at the Smithsonian National Museum of Natural
History in Washington, DC. He retired after twenty-six years of service and moved first to Arizona and
then to Eugene, Oregon. Although primarily trained as an entomologist, Grissell?s second love is
botany and horticulture. His first book of garden essays, entitled Thyme on My Hands, appeared in
1986, followed by A Journal in Thyme in 1994. Incorporating entomology, botany, and horticulture
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Through Astronaut Eyes
Photographing Early Human Spaceflight

by Jennifer K. Levasseur
Jun 15, 2020 Hardcover $44.95 CAD

256 pages
Purdue University
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Featuring over seventy images from the heroic age of space exploration, Through Astronaut Eyes
presents the story of how human daring along with technological ingenuity allowed people to see the
Earth and stars as they never had before.

Photographs from the Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo programs tell powerful and compelling stories
that continue to have cultural resonance to this day, not just for what they revealed about the
spaceflight experience, but also as products of a larger visual rhetoric of exploration. The
photographs tell us as much about space and the astronauts who took them as their reception
within an American culture undergoing radical change throughout the turbulent 1960s.

This book explores the origins and impact of astronaut still photography from 1962 to 1972, the
period when human spaceflight first captured the imagination of people around the world.
Photographs taken during those three historic programs are much admired and reprinted, but rarely
seriously studied. This book suggests astronaut photography is particularly relevant to American
culture based on how easily the images were shared through reproduction and circulation in a very
visually oriented society. Space photography?s impact at the crossroads of cultural studies, the
history of exploration and technology, and public memory illuminates its continuing importance to
American identity.

About the Contributor(s)
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Jennifer K. Levasseur is a museum curator in the Department of Space History at the Smithsonian
National Air and Space Museum in Washington, DC. She received her PhD in history from George
Mason University. During nearly two decades with the museum, Levasseur has worked on artifact
loans and digital and exhibition projects. She serves as program committee chair of the Mutual
Concerns of Air and Space Museums Conference, a biannual gathering of staff from museums
9781557538741
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Dear Neil Armstrong
Letters to the First Man from All Mankind

by James R. Hansen, Al Worden
6.25 x 9.25 x 1 in |
Oct 15, 2019 Hardcover $47.95 CAD
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In the years between the historic first moon landing by Apollo 11 on July 20, 1969, and his death at
age 82 on August 25, 2012, Neil Armstrong received hundreds of thousands of cards and letters
from all over the world, congratulating him, praising him, requesting pictures and autographs, and
asking him what must have seemed to him to be limitless?and occasionally intrusive?questions. Of
course, all the famous astronauts received fan mail, but the sheer volume Armstrong had to deal
with for more than four decades after his moon landing was staggering.
Today, the preponderance of those letters?some 75,000 of them?are preserved in the archives at
Purdue University in West Lafayette, Indiana. Dear Neil Armstrong: Letters to the First Man on the
Moon publishes a careful sampling of these letters?roughly 400?reflecting the various kinds of
correspondence that Armstrong received along with representative samples of his replies. Selected
and edited by James R. Hansen, Armstrong?s authorized biographer and author of the New York
Times best seller First Man: The Life of Neil A. Armstrong, this collection sheds light on Armstrong?s
enduring impact and offers an intimate glimpse into the cultural meanings of human spaceflight.
Readers will explore what the thousands of letters to Neil Armstrong meant not only to those who
wrote them, but as a snapshot of one of humankind?s greatest achievements in the twentieth
century. They will see how societies and cultures projected their own meanings onto one of the
world?s great heroes and iconic figures.

About the Contributor(s)

James R. Hansen is professor emeritus of history at Auburn University in Alabama. An expert in
aerospace history and the history of science and technology, Hansen has published a dozen books
and numerous articles covering a wide variety of topics, including the early days of aviation, the
history of aerospace engineering, NASA, the moon landings, the Space Shuttle program, and China?s
role in space. His book First Man, which is the only authorized biography of Neil Armstrong, spent
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A Reluctant Icon
Letters to Neil Armstrong

by James R. Hansen
May 15, 2020 Paperback , Trade $37.95 CAD

400 pages

Artfully curated by James R. Hansen, A Reluctant Icon: Letters to Neil Armstrong is a companion
volume to Dear Neil Armstrong: Letters to the First Man from All Mankind, collecting hundreds more
letters Armstrong received after first stepping on the moon until his death in 2012. Providing context
Purdue University and commentary, Hansen has assembled the letters by the following themes: religion and belief;
Press
anger, disappointment, and disillusionment; quacks, conspiracy theorists, and ufologists; fellow
astronauts and the world of flight; the corporate world; celebrities, stars, and notables; and last
HISTORY
messages.
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Taken together, both collections provide fascinating insights into the world of an iconic hero who
took that first giant leap onto lunar soil willingly and thereby stepped into the public eye with
reluctance. Space enthusiasts, historians, and lovers of all things related to flight will not want to miss
this book.

About the Contributor(s)

James R. Hansen is professor emeritus of history at Auburn University in Alabama. An expert in aerospace history
and the history of science and technology, Hansen has published a dozen books and numerous articles covering a
wide variety of topics, including the early days of aviation, the history of aerospace engineering, NASA, the Moon
landings, the Space Shuttle program, and China?s role in space. In 1995 NASA nominated his book Spaceflight
Revolution for a Pulitzer Prize. His book First Man, which is the only authorized biography of Neil Armstrong,
spent three weeks as a New York Times Best Seller in 2005 and 2018 and garnered a number of major book
awards. Translations of First Man have been published in more than twenty languages. A Universal Studios film
adaptation of the book hit the silver screen in October 2018, with Academy Award winner (La La Land?) Damien
Chazelle directing the film and actor Ryan Gosling starring as Armstrong. Hansen served as coproducer for the
film.
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